Datatel Resources Corporation
1729 Pennsylvania Avenue
Monaca, PA 15061-1852
(724) 775-5300
(724) 775-0688 Fax

July 22, 2015

Mr. Brent J. Fields-Secretary
Security and Exchange Commission
100F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549-1090
RE: Investment Reporting Modernization; Release Nos 33-9776; 34-75002; IC 31610; File No S7-08-15
Dear Mr. Fields:
I am writing out of concern regarding the proposed new regulation “Rule 30e-3” which would eliminate the current
default requirement for mutual funds to communicate in paper form.
By requiring investors to “opt-in” for paper delivery, the SEC would be turning a blind eye to the facts that the majority
of investors continue to prefer a paper format, that the ability to comprehend and retain information is proven to be
higher on paper formats, and certainly how the needs of elderly and those with disabilities are better served on paper.
Additionally, this new regulation would cause a substantial negative effect on the printing, paper and envelope
industries as well as the many affiliated industries that support the companies within these segments. The companies
represented in these industries employ thousands of people throughout the country and are active contributors to
local, state and national economies. The printing and paper industries are embracing new technologies and providing
products that are broadly accepted by the investment community. It would be wrong to enact new regulations forcing
consumers to move away from their preferred method of communication.
By taking this information under consideration, I respectfully ask that you reconsider the adoption of “Rule 30e-3”. As
an owner of a privately held business of over 58 years that services the financial document requirements of our
clients, I thank you for your time and am available if you would desire additional information regarding my opinions as
stated in this letter. I can be reached at 724-775-5300.
Sincerely,

Allen J. Simon
President

